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OBVIOUSLY, A LOT OF WORK (AND SUCCESS) IN TOOL DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR DIGITAL CURATION …
but

FROM MY SELF-CENTERED PERSPECTIVE
AS A RESEARCHER AND EDUCATOR
tool
overload
MY WISH LIST
MY WISH COME TRUE?

COPTR

Community Owned digital Preservation Tool Registry

http://coptr.digipres.org/Main_Page

Beta launch on 13 Nov 2013

THANKS, PAUL WHEATLEY!
“COPTR describes tools useful for preserving digital information for the long term. COPTR is also an *initiative to collate* the knowledge of the digital preservation community on preservation tools in *one place*. Instead of organisations *competing against each other with their own registries*, COPTR is bringing them together. In doing so it's objective is to provide the best resource for practitioners on digital preservation tools.”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT COPTR?
http://coptr.digipres.orgCOPTR_needs_YOU!

ALSO CHECK OUT PAUL WHEATLEY’S BLOG POST ANNOUNCING THE BETA LAUNCH OF COPTR: